1. **T-Shirt Fund Raiser**
   a. Sales will continue Thursday, 10/8 before school and during break
   b. Need officers and reps for sale table in break area
   c. Stop by Ms. Weaver’s room for additional forms (pass them out!)
   d. The sale table will have design examples
   e. Sale ends on 10/15

2. **HVH-TV**
   a. Tips for Recording Videos has been uploaded to Google Classroom
      i. Please read these tips before you start recording videos
   b. Interview Practice Pairs have been created
   c. After we get approval, Practice Pairs will hopefully use Google Meet to create a video using the Practice HVH-TV Script (see Google Classroom)
      i. Ms. Weaver will give you directions on how to use Google Meet
   d. Practice Pairs will be called by the office to meet during school to make an in-school practice video in the “video booth”
   e. After Practice Pairs make a practice video in school, they will be assigned an adult to interview
   f. Practice Pairs
      i. Alana Nisley & Manisha Adams
      ii. Sariah Henderson & Samantha Briscoe
      iii. Ivan Conway & Jayden Thompson
      iv. Lakota Hopkins & Miaonna Ward
      v. Dierra Merriweather & Taliyah Bartlett
      vi. Kyra Bales & Malloreigh Dauksza
      vii. Lucas Aker & Logan Lisle
      viii. Brady Cleek & David Fields

3. **Future Career Door Decorations**
   a. Need to form an art committee to create posters for teacher’s doors
   b. Posters will be laminated and remain on teacher doors for a few months
   c. Using teacher input on careers and individuals to interview on HVH-TV

4. **Next meeting is: Wednesday, 10/14, at 1:30 p.m. on Google Meet.** See the Stream page of our Google Classroom for the link.